
Online Appendix 

Table A1. Data Cleaning and Preparation of the Digitized Data 

Beginning sample of nonprofit observations 

less observations from private foundations 

less observations from not-for-profits that use neither cash nor 

accrual accounting methods 

less not-for-profit observations with missing rule dates 

less not-for-profit observations with incorrectly formatted rule 

dates 

less not-for-profit observations with ages less than -1  

less not-for-profit observations with improperly calculated 

program service revenues 

less not-for-profit observations with ruling dates other than 1998 

less not-for-profit observations with incomplete data for analysis 

less hospitals and universities 

1,388,480 

-14,645

-18,677

-32,703

-15,933

-4,682

-2,032

-1,248,298

-29,347

-137

Observations in Sample for Hazard Model Analysis 22,026 



Table A2. Variable Operationalization.1 

Name Formula NCCS Digitized Data Fields 

Dependent 

Variable: 

FORMALIZED 

1 if Total revenues >= 100K 

following a year of 

total revenues < 100K; 

0 otherwise 

(p1dirsup+p1spevg+p1dues+p1i

ndsup+p1govgt+p1psrev+p1int+

p1div+p1oinv+p1securg+p1othg

+p1rentg) 2 3 

PRO 

FUNDRAISER 

Professional fundraising reported p2tfrfee 

ACCRUAL Accrual accounting usage p0actmth 

SURPLUS 

RATIO4 
(

Total Revenue + 1 − Total Expenses

Total Revenue + 1
)  

UNA (1000s) Unrestricted Net Assets in 1,000’s p4e_unre / 1000 

 GOVT. MONEY 

% 
(

Govt. Revenue

Total Revenue
) 

(p1govgt + p7govamt + 

p7govxat + p7govrin + 

p7medamt + p7medxat + 

p7medrin)/ Total Revenues 

HHI5 ∑ (
Total per Revenue Type

Total Revenue
)

2

  

 
1 All dollar figures have been adjusted to reflect inflation with a base year of 2003. 
2 Since gross revenues are used, the improbable negative values occasionally reported are rounded up to zero.  
3 Gross revenue figures from the Form 990 were used rather than net values; expense figures were likewise adjusted 

to include the expenses previously netted out.  
4 The surplus ratio has been winsorized at the 8th and 92nd percentiles to address outlier influence. 
5 All HHI values which had a zero in the denominator were replaced with an HHI value of zero.  



EQUITY 

RATIO6 
(

Total Assets

Total Liabilities + 1
) p4e_asst / (p4e_liab + 1)7 

FIXED COST %8 

(Occupancy + Interest+ Depreciation) / 

 Total Expenses9 

(p2tOccup + p2tint + p2tDepr) / 

(p1totexp + p1speve + p1rente + 

p1securc + p1othc + p1invntc ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6 The equity ratio has been winsorized at the 5th and 95th percentiles to address outlier influence. 
7 Negative values of Total Assets and Total Liabilities were both replaced with zero, changing 3,121 and 4,902 

observations, respectively. 
8 All fixed expense ratios with a zero in the denominator have been replaced with a ratio value of zero.  
9 In the expenses section of the Form 990, some are recorded as negative values rather than positive. Since this is a 

plausible sign error for expenses, the absolute values of the negative figures were taken and replaced the original 

values in the analysis. This resulted in changes for Interest expense (551 observations), Depreciation expense (112 

observations), and Occupancy expense (223 observations). 



Table A3. Discrete Hazard Model Coefficients. 

 Dependent variable: Formalization 

 All Arts Health 

Human 

Services 

Public Education Misc 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

D1 -19.20 -19.16 -19.70 -17.98 -25.38 -18.80 -19.19 

 (174.15) (513.52) (615.08) (176.70) (451.84) (424.06) (407.63) 

D2 -1.39*** -1.79*** -2.06*** -1.26*** -1.31*** -1.09*** -1.58*** 

 (0.11) (0.33) (0.45) (0.17) (0.33) (0.28) (0.30) 

D3 -1.16*** -1.37*** -1.61*** -1.08*** -1.12*** -0.83*** -1.46*** 

 (0.10) (0.33) (0.42) (0.16) (0.32) (0.28) (0.29) 

D4 -1.39*** -1.65*** -1.73*** -1.23*** -1.41*** -1.12*** -1.75*** 

 (0.11) (0.32) (0.43) (0.17) (0.32) (0.28) (0.30) 

D5 -1.56*** -1.76*** -2.28*** -1.45*** -1.25*** -1.37*** -1.82*** 

 (0.11) (0.33) (0.46) (0.18) (0.33) (0.30) (0.31) 

D6 -1.62*** -1.64*** -2.26*** -1.54*** -1.73*** -1.22*** -1.82*** 

 (0.11) (0.33) (0.48) (0.18) (0.35) (0.30) (0.32) 

PRO FUNDRAISER 1.06*** 1.32*** 1.09*** 0.95*** 1.36*** 1.51*** 0.57* 

 (0.11) (0.32) (0.36) (0.17) (0.36) (0.31) (0.31) 

ACCRUAL 0.61*** 0.78*** 0.81*** 0.54*** 0.46*** 0.81*** 0.46*** 

 (0.05) (0.17) (0.19) (0.09) (0.15) (0.14) (0.16) 



SURPLUS RATIO 1.90*** 2.53*** 1.41*** 1.96*** 1.62*** 1.93*** 1.75*** 

 (0.08) (0.28) (0.26) (0.14) (0.21) (0.23) (0.21) 

UNA (1000’s) 0.001*** 0.002** 0.002* 0.0004** 0.002*** 0.001* 0.005*** 

 (0.0002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0002) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.001) 

GOVT MONEY % 1.27*** 1.26*** 0.93*** 1.07*** 1.87*** 1.69*** 1.39*** 

 (0.10) (0.45) (0.34) (0.13) (0.25) (0.34) (0.32) 

HHI -0.53*** -0.51 0.42 -0.63*** -0.72** -1.26*** 0.29 

 (0.11) (0.34) (0.43) (0.18) (0.34) (0.30) (0.31) 

EQUITY RATIO 0.001*** 0.001** -0.0003 0.001*** 0.002*** 0.001 -0.001 

 (0.0002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.001) 

FIXED COST % 0.25 0.24 -0.47 0.48** -0.56 1.46** -0.93* 

 (0.17) (0.65) (0.67) (0.24) (0.65) (0.61) (0.50) 

Observations 22,026 2,512 1,402 7,696 2,839 3,745 3,832 

Log Likelihood -5,470.23 -567.86 -389.40 -2,049.47 -691.98 -914.79 -776.28 

Akaike Inf. Crit. 10,968.47 1,163.72 806.80 4,126.94 1,411.97 1,857.59 1,580.57 

Note: *p **p ***p<0.01 

 

 


